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merging technologies such as
the Internet of Things will force
businesses to become more
flexible and agile
2015 saw the rise of Internet of
Things (IoT) and the potential it brings
for both new and existing business
models. IoT will make the old style
distinction between front-office and
back-office a thing of the past. Today
support teams are often best placed
to upsell and cross sell products and
sales teams can leverage long term
business relationships to become the
most effective resource to resolve
billing disputes. As a result, a system
of customer engagement and your
transaction processing systems become
one shared system tracking every
customer interaction. A single common
database is needed to give companies

a 360 view of the customer, while at the
same time providing a consistent way
for them to engage with a company,
no matter the inquiry (sales, service,
delivery or finance). Increased access to
analytics has also helped businesses
better identify opportunities for process
improvement. One area where we’ll see
growth in 2016 is within a company’s
ability to react.
When a business spots an
opportunity, they shouldn’t be held
back by their systems, with developers
needing 6-9 months before they can
roll out a new process. With customers
growing even more knowledgeable and
influential, it’s critical that businesses
are able to react at customer speed.
Fortunately, new tools, such as
Salesforce Lightning Components, are
making it possible for businesses to be

more flexible and agile.
Revenue from IoT services will only
commence once those services are up
and running and usage is being consumed
by the customer. Management of the
installation process needs to be closely
monitored as any delays will directly
impact the ability to bill customers and
recognize revenue. As a result, Finance
needs full visibility to implementation
status and any project issues that could
cause service delay or interruption needs
to be swiftly communicated across the
company and to the customer. Sales,
Project and Finance tracking in separate
siloed databases is likely to impair this
required level of visibility.
New revenue streams will create
business complexity
Revenue recognition, forecasting

and management will become even
more important in 2016 as a result
of new revenue streams driven by
emerging trends such as IoT. Businesses
are increasingly adding recurring
subscription-based services – even
businesses that used to focus on onetime sales are starting to sell ongoing
services to stay competitive. Ultimately
what’s happening is more and more
businesses who didn’t think they were in
the services industry before are now.
As business models shift from
one-off sales and delivery to ongoing,
long term customer relationships
the “product” you provide is a mix of
traditional products, expert services,
recurring and variable subscriptions
plus support via traditional methods
and online communities. The revenue
recognition process for these multi-

element arrangements requires different
rules for each line item of a contract and
the revenue forecasting process for
each customer needs to combines both
inflight sales opportunities and existing
contracts or sales agreements.
Because of this, those who haven’t
been exposed to more complex
revenue recognition, forecasting and
management are going to have to come
to grips with it and will look for tools to
help them manage the process.
Businesses are going to start
consolidating their cloud services
Over the years, there has been a large
proliferation of cloud services, which
has resulted in what can be described
as a “FrankenCloud”– a monster of
disconnected cloud silos that can
deeply impact employee productivity,

an executive’s ability to make strategic
business decisions, the customer
experience and ultimately, a company’s
bottom line.
Businesses need to consider a
platform first strategy, to ensure that
new apps introduced are able to integrate
easily and talk to each other. Without
this it will become increasingly difficult
to draw all the information together on
a customer account, and achieve that
consistent 360 customer view that’s
essential for businesses to provide world
class customer service and strengthen
the customer relationship.
Fortunately, businesses are starting
to realize the drawbacks of working
across multiple cloud systems and are
strategically re-thinking their approach
to the cloud. As a result, in 2016 we’ll see
a consolidation of cloud services.

